When staff safety is your number one concern, specify the Mighty Mac WCBU to prevent unauthorized entry and weaponization of correctional luminaires. Along with the Mighty Mac SSAS, CCS and WCBHS; these are part a family of luminaires designed to be doorless to completely prevent inmate access. The WCBU has a bullnose profile for greater safety, and a smaller footprint providing the same number of lumens, making the luminaire less intrusive in the space. Long LED life means fixture access won’t be necessary for years, bringing you a “set it and forget it” lighting solution from the leading correctional lighting manufacturers in the industry.

**Mighty Mac WCBS**
- Delivered lumen range: 6,056 – 10,265 lm
- Input power: 57 – 81W
- Efficacy: 104 – 128 lm/W
- Two apertures provide both up and down light

**Nominal size:** 9” × 38.5”, 6.5” deep
**Installation type:** wall mount
**Lamp type:** LED